
  
Employer Sponsored Plan Rollover 

 
If you are recommending a client rollover $100,000 or more from an employer sponsored plan to an 
existing commission brokerage account you need pre-approval.  The last correspondence we received 
on this indicated the procedure was to submit a LOI indicating you were requesting pre-approval and 
signed/completed EIRA form via the Vault.  Supervision would then reach out to the rep to verify 
whether they had everything needed to proceed. 
 
If opening a new brokerage IRA which would be funded via rollover of employer sponsored plan you are 
able to submit everything in the original bundle rather than having to go through the additional step. 
 
We just discovered that they have added Employer Sponsored Plan Rollover to the Investment Type 
dropdown menu within the Sponsor Transaction feature.  This means that if you are proposing rollover 
of an employer sponsored plan to an existing commission brokerage account you can utilize the Sponsor 
Transaction>New Transaction to enter all pertinant information and upload documentation that will 
then feed to the OSJ queue for review.  In addition to streamlining the process we believe it will also 
speed up the process because your transaction is no longer part of the general Account Servicing pool of 
requests.   
 
So effective today, if you have an employer sponsor plan to rollover to a commission brokerage account 
we would like you to take the following steps: 
Select Sponsor Transaction>New Transaction>Existing Client Registration (if you are adding to an 
existing) or New Client Registration-add account used (if submitting as funding source for new account). 
You will be directed to the Search for Account(s) to Update Sponsor Transactions page.  For best results 
search by brokerage account number when adding to existing.  Selecting the account will then take you 
back to the transaction screen where you will see an Investment Type menu under the Investment 
Invormation section 

 
When you select Employer Sponsored Plan Rollover the Source of Funds menu will be limited to that 
option and open all the additional applicable fields. 



 
Submit trade information and upload all paperwork as you are accustomed for all other sponsor 
transactions.   Once it has successfully completed the OSJ review cycle you will see the Approved status 
in NBS and know you can initiate the request for the rollover check from the employer. 
 
By utilizing this procedure for both add to existing and for initial opening of IRAs funded by employer 
sponsor rollover, everything needed to address the Funding Clarification questions will already exist in 
the system.  In a perfect world this will mean this category disappears, but at a minimum our office will 
be able to assist with clearing these items from NBS because all documentation will be at our disposal. 
 
The same functionality on advisory brokerage accounts is part of our list of improvements we continue 
to lobby for in order to improve the consistency of the data entry procedures for all offices. 
 
 

 

 


